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Eveq aaqdle numbering of an effixtive domain is complete. Hence every e&ctive 
domainadmitsthe2ndrecursh theorem of Erhv [l]. On the other hand for every effective 
domain,tbelstrecursion theorem holds. In this note, we establish that for effective domaiqs, 
the 2nd recur&m theorem is strictly more general than the 1st recur&n theorem, a 
won of an important result in recur&e function theoxy. 
In classical recursive function theory, it is well known that the 2nd recursion 
theorem (intensional recursion theorem) strictly implies the 1st recursion theorem 
(extensional recursion theorem). As a generalization of Kleene’s 1st recursion 
theorem, the extensional recur&n theorem for effective domain holds. Also as a 
ease of the general recursion theorem of E&v, the intensional recursion 
for effective domain holds, and this is a generalixation of Roger’s 2nd 
recursion theorem. 
In this paper we show that the 2nd recursion theorem implies the 1st recursion 
theorem even for the effective domains, thus we generake an important 
relationship between intension and extension. Also we study another example uf 
rather sqrising power of the intensional recursion theorem. We can show that a 
recursion theorem holds for compact (finite) bases of effective domains. 
This paper is organkd in the following way: In Section 1, we overview the 
concept of (pre)complete numerations to faciliate ErsOv recursion theorem for 
the following sections. We also study a natural topology for numerations, due to 
Mal’cev and EOv. This topology, in the following sections, provides us with: 
(1) a recursion-theoretic characterization of the least elements in effective . 
domains, and 
(2) a generalization of Myhill-Shepherdson theorem which establishes a 
(many-to-one) equivalence of extensional program transformations and comput- 
able operators. This equivalence is essential to comparing the 2nd recursion 
d the 1st recursion theorem for effective domains. 
n 2, we present basic definitions and properties of effective domak. 
table numerations of effective domains are introduced as ‘well-behaved 
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Using acceptable numerations, we present 
rearsion theorem and the 2nd recursion theorem for 
argument is essentially 
theorem Sor e&&e 
In this section, we brie& overview a small part of numeration theory which is 
rekant to our discus&on. For details see E&v [l] and Makev [S]. 
LB. A taumedon (of a set A) is a-surjective map a:N+A where IN 
aII natural numbers. A morphism from a numeration a:N-+A to 
+B is a function Ji:A+B which m be maked by a recursive 
reisarecu&efunction~~:N4+Jsatisfy&: 
For each numeration a:M+A, we &he an equivalence r lation =* by: 
n=,m iff a(n)=a(m). 
We denote the set of atl mq&isms from a ts B by H@a, /3). 
Thm@out, we assume that ap is a MeI numbering of partial recursive 
l.2. A n-uzz&on a:N+ is precomplete if for every partial 
recur&e function f : IV+ IN there is 31 recursive function g : N+ IN such that f(i)1 
implies f (i) =og(i). We say g make8 f mai mod& a. Such a is compk if there 
is an element e E A, called a specM element, such that f (i)f implies a(g(i)) = e. 
(E&v [l]). A numeration a:N+A is precompk iff there is a 
fix satiqying: 
RUMS. Assume o! is precomplete. There is a total recursive function g such that 
(W&r(~))(O = di,l implies 9%(i) =og(O. 
Thus~~~gispartialrecursive.IAq2~ = q” -8. Assume q&@i. Then we have: 
ar(s(d) = cu(%&O) = &dk(~)))* 
Take k(n) =g(m). Smce we can compute m from n, fix is a total recur&e 
fundion. Conversely assume such fix exists. Let k : ItI+ N be a partial recursive 
function. Define a partial recursive function RN*+ I+4 by: 
By the s-m-n theorem, there is a total recursive functionfsuch that 
w(x, Y) = qrt(,,(Y). 
Let k’=fix$ Then h’ is a total recursive function and: 
MW) = cu(sx 9%)) = Mqrf(,,(fix *f(x))) 
= @(H(x, fix *f(x))) = NM)) 
whenever h(x)& Thus h’ makes h total module (Y. q 
corolhrg 1.4. A numerution cu:N+A is prewmplete iff there is a recursive 
jimctiontotal,:N+Nsuchthat 
!PiU)l implies v-(i)(i) =a Mb 
13 ral’cev [S])* Let BcA and kt dil+A, /kN-,B be 
numetvat&ns such that /J = Q! 9 f for some recursive @action f : hi+ N. FWre 
assume a! is complete with a special element e and e E B. Then the fobwing 
numera&n fl: IV-+ B is compkte with e as a special element: 
BCi) = B(%(o)) if9+OL 
= e othqwise. 
B&iWn 1.6. Let cu:N+A tx a numeration. A subset BcA ‘is a a+.e. if 
a?(B) is r.e. (recursively enumerable). The Mal’ce~-ErsCov topology Ea over A 
is a topology defined by the following basis BP: 
Ba = the collection of all a0r.e. sets. 
PrqnWi~n 1.7 (Mal’cev-Wov [5,1]). All morphism-s are continuous w.r.t. 
Mdcev-Edov topology. 
For any numeration o! : N+ A, we can introduce a pre-ordering <a of A by: 
a<, b iE for every lu-r.e. set X, a E X implies b E X. 
I? is easy to observe that <a becomes a partial ordering iff Ea is a &space. 
A. Kim& 
[51). Let a:N-+A be a CompIeEc tummtion with a 
Trhus,ifE,&aZ&mce, 
ordered set (X, <) such that 
, then the least upper bound (lub) 
elements of X is countable. 
X, B;,={bEBxIb<x}isdirectedandx=UB,. 
ZcXhasalub~Z. 
is the skndard enumeration of finite subsets of N. An element x EX is 
.r.t. E if for some rwursively enumerable (r.e.) set R, E(R) is 
x = u E(R). comp(X, E) is the set of all computable elements of 
(k,~)aurj~ealledan~~e~(generetcdbyE). . 
Thoughmt, W is a Wdel numbering of the set RE of all r.e. sets. 
2.3 (Weihrauch [l2]). Let (X, E) be an effectively given domain. A 
numeration ~:lN+Comp(X, E) is 4uxepIkzMk if 
(1) , n) 1 r(m) <x(n)} is r-e., and 
(2) is a recursive function d such that if c(WJ is directed, then 
This concept can ‘Se characterizd in terms of a universal function and the 
s-m-n p rty, as :;yown in [3]. Also we can easily show that an acceptable 
numeration 9f ) exists and all acceptable numeratio:ns of Comp(X, C) 
are recur&e@ (see [3] Bnd [12]). 
Comp(X, E) be acceptabk. Then the inclusion map 
E-x. 
prod. There is a recursive function b : hl+N such that Wbtmj = {kt 1 e(m) c 
@II)}. Also E(W& is directed. Thus we have 
N(g(N)) = u @5(#8)) = @0* 0 
m 2.5 (Wiehrauch [12]). Let %:N-,Comp(X, E) be acceptable. Zkn it 
&compktewithaspe&lekment 1 =Ll0. 
RuH. Let f : WI-, N be a partial recursive function. Since % is acceptable, 
{(n,m) If(m)1 and 44 <xdf(M)I lJ {iI where x(0 = I, 
is r.e. Thus f&r some recursive function g A+ IN 
. W&B) = @ I @d <%cf(m)N u @I. 
Obviously d . g is a recursive function. Also e(Wgtmj) is directed. Therefore we 
have: 
XV *g(M) = u Q(Wti#n,) = %df(M) 
whenever f(m)&. Iff(m)f, then 
x(d .g(m)) = u r(Wdm)) = u {b(i)} = 1.. 
Coustructionofd=gisuniforminfi 0 
It can readily be seen that (PF, <) is a domain where PF is the set of all partial 
functions from fU+ N, and < is the set inclusion. In fact BpF = the set of all finite 
functions. Let E : IN+ BpF be the standard enumeration of finite functions IN+ IV. 
Then (PF, E) is an effectively given domain and PRF = Comp(PF, Q) is the set of 
all partial recursive functions. Furthermore 9~: N-, PRF is acceptable. (see [3]). 
Thus 0 is the only qxial element of PRF because of 2.11. 
XBeurem 2.6 (The 2nd Recursion Theorem). Let x : N-, Comp(X, E) be accept- 
abk. Then there is a mumivejknction fix such that 
cp,mW)5 implies %8(wo) =x me 
Proof. x is complete, thus by 1.3. 0 
Since qx f+l- PRF is acceptable, this theorem is a generalization of Kleene’s 
2nd rezursion theorem. 
II 2.7. Let (X, <) be a domain. A function f :X-,X is contimous if for 
everydireztedsubset8cX,Uf(8)existsandUf(8)=f(U8). 
It can readily be seen that a monotone f :X+ X is continuous iff 
A. 
Let (X, E) be an efhtlvely given domain. A continuous function 
iff 
an r.e. gmph(f)=W,, wesayfhasag~n. 
(JL c) be an @pc-@ 
Comp(X, i). A subset 
In [l3], WeihrauchDell showed this generalized Rice-Shapiro Theorem for 
CPWS. 
we can introduce a topology SX due to Scott [9]. In 
SxistbeoollectionofopensubsetsScXwhe~Siso~if 
(1) xESandx<y*yES, and 
(2) foreverydkectedsubsetZcX, UZCSimpliesyCSforsomey&L 
it be seen that Sx has a basis SBX={e)c&I”} where e= 
{x EX 1 c Cx}. Also & is a &topology because we have: 
. Let (X, E) and (X’, E’) be 4gpctibely giwn do?nahs a?ld x, x’ be? 
. 
- of comp(x, q, comp(X’, E’) respectirrely. 
EBximpliesQ=YnComp(X,E)forsomeYESx. 
(2) Qe~~Q=YnComp(X, c)forsome YE&. 
Foraadrx,y~Cgmp(X,r),x<y~E(x)cE(y) whewE(x)={QJQ~ 
EQ}. TlhruE,isaT~gwi@y. 
(4) rff dbm(& x’), then f tb monomae. 
For each x E Q, let bx be a compact element such that bX E Q and 
bx <x. Such bx exists kcause of 2.9. Define x’ by 
a={ZEx(x, E)pX<z}. 
Otviously~~S~,thusY=U{~(x~X}iSthedesitedY. 
(2) (Only if) Trivial from (1). (If) Y = IJi& for some index set I. Let 
E). Since ci <x(n) is r.e. in n, x’l(QJ is r.e. Thus Q = 
295 
(4) Assume f E Ho@&, x’)* Assume x <y. Then E(x) sE(y). Thus x E 
f-‘(Q)* y Ef -l(Q) for ~II Q E &. mus f(x) E Q 3f (y) E Q for a~ Q E &. 
Therefore E’cf(x)) c E’Cf(y)) where E’(x) = (Q E &* 1 t E Q). Thus f(x) c 
f(Y)a 0 
Lemma 2.10(2) states that E, is the relative topology of S, with respect o 
Comp(X, Q). This has been independently pointed out also by Gianuini-Longo 
[2] aud Spreen [lo]. 
corolhrg 2.11. Let (X8 s) k an #e&e &ma& and x: N+ Comp(X, c) be an 
accqmble mmmati0n. T%en L is the only speckl ekment of x. 
Fmof. By 2.10(3) and 1.8. 0 
Con-. Since the restriction h’ to Comp(X, e) of a continuous function 
X+X has a unique continuous extension h :X+X, we identify h and h’. 
It was shown that a continuous function f :X+X is computable iE it is a 
morphism from x to x where x: N+Comp(X, E) is acceptable (see [4]). 
lkthermore, if f E Homk, x), then f is monotone, thus p :X*X defined by: 
F(x) = Ll {f(c) I c 4s Bx, c -1 
is the unique continuous extension off to X because X is the aigebraic compietion 
of Bx. This leads to the following generalization of the Myhill-Shepherdson 
theorem 161. 
a 2.12 (Generalized Myhill-Shepherdson Theorem). Let (X, E) be an 
ejjkctively given dmaii and x: IV- Comp(X, E) be accepikablk f :X+X is 
compubablk iff it is a motphism from x to x. Zhis equivalence is constructive, ie., 
from a gduikx off we can compute it GM&l number of a recursive jbnctibn rf 
whkh realizes f and vice vetsa. 
Gain&i-Long0 [2] showed the same results as 2.9 and 2.12 for the more 
general case of effectively given h-spaces. Also Weihrauch-Deil [l?] showed 
these results for a more general case of effective CPB’s. 
From 2.3, it immediately follows that there is a recursive function apr such that 
Wtinj is directed and x(n) = u E(W~&. Thus de apr(n) =x n. In fact, 
wflkpc(#l) = (m 1 MO ec xw* 
The next lemma due to [3,4] states that effective domsins are effectively 
complete: 
There is a recursive @t&on lim such thut if x( W,) is directed, then 
u x(K) = x(Un))* 
hrrrGItisltwwnthetU(f(l)(iEN)istheleastfixpointoff. (SeescOtt 
[9].) No&@(k)= I andfi(l) is the i-fold application off to .L. I& c&J 
su&that~(c)= L DeGnea recurs+ function u:wI+&l by: 
u(0) = c, u(i + 1) = r&@))= 
Tnen x(u(i)) =f( L ) for all i E N. Also (x@(i)) 1 i E fV} is directed. Since the 
r#nstnrctionofuis~~inrf,tbereisareausivefunctiorritesuchthat 
w-m, = {u(i) 1 i E N}. 
Thus @x@te(n))) = Uf( 1. ). 0 
Itcan~beseenthatall recursive operators are computable functions 
fkom PW to PRF. Thus Theorem 2.11 generalizes the 1st recursion theorem of 
Kkene. 
In recur&e function theory, it is known that the 2nd recursion theorem is 
strictly more general than the 1st recursion theorem. 
First, the 2nd recursion theorem in recursive function theory does not rquire 
qp,, to realize a mo@ism from q to 9. Such a requirement is called ex&&on&y. 
On the contrary, the 1st recursion theorem holds only for morphkns from q 
to W 
More importantly, the 2nd recursion theorem is still more general than the 1st 
recursion theorem even when we are restricting our diision to morphism fkom 
!W W 
pIupdtb3.1, mm! ij, an e~ttwsional mcumivejbnction h = %n aJch 
iMottheleastjExpoint of the motphim qp-+ p determined by 43 IA’
&QHM&II 3.2. TIiere is a recursive mn tr:tQ+lV .such that if qm is an 
eztensional tecwsive jhction which walks a morphism f :~-4p, tkn ~)tr(m) 
dmf d Rkl@r(m)) id the k?astjix point of fi 
These two propositions state that in recursive function theory, the 1st recwsion 
theorem is a special case of the 2nd recursion theorem. For details readers a 
referred to Rogers [8]. 
The question is “Can we generalize these observations to effective domains?“. 
First, Theorem 2.6 does not require tp,, to realize a morphism from x to x 
(ex&n~ti~). But Theorem 2.11 is con~rned only about extensional morph- 
isms from x to x. 
Siice Q) :N+PRF is acceptable, 3.1 can be used as an example of what the 2nd 
recursion theorem (2.6) can do but the 1st recursion theorem (2.11) can not do. 
In the fMowing we show that we can generalize 3.2. 
Lemma 3.3. Let (X, E) be an effectively given &ma&a and % : N-, Comp(X, Q) be 
acceptabh?. There is a recu&vefiurctions gr such that 
Lemma 3.4. Let Apply: RE x RE-+ RE be the following function: 
Apply& Y) = {x I3k k E Y and (x, k) E X}. 
l7uzn Apply is a morphism W x W --, W. Also @A ~2~+2~ dej&d by eA(Y) = 
{x 13k k E Y and (x, k)eX} U x”( 1) is an enumeration operator. 
‘I~OHZG 3.5 (Main Theorem). Le# x : IN+ Cbmp(X, c) be ucceptable. Xhere is a 
mmmive fiuactbn Tr such that if q,,, realizes a morp&m @ :%- %, then huh 
re&es @ and %(&(Tt(m))) & the least fix point of @. Note fiat due to the 
generalized M”,hill-Shephedson Theorem 2.12, all motphisms %- % have least@ 
PO&s. 
hf. It can readily be seen that r(Apply(Wtimj, Fvep&) is directed und we 
have 
%(d l aPPlY(groe, aPrw) = LJ ~(APPlYw&@l), u’;&Jr(n,~~ 
= @(x(n)) = %h?a00)~ 
Define a recursive function h, : IV-, IV by: 
h,(n) * d(apply(ga(m), apr(n)))- 
llms4pI’ l gisareadvefunctiaa.Nowwehave 
Thus x(g(f)) is a iix point of #4 Also (1) states that to approximate &(f)), we 
%(g(r)) as War)) and let it go through an buuneration operator 
d$,. Ftmthemore we have: 
Hence Wmrjj c Appiy(Wd,,,,, W-&. Conversely assume 
n E AppIy(W~RR)* W~(r)j)- 
Then 
+O < u @Pl?lY(W,,,~ W_(r)))) 
Thus n E Wan)). cl 
Hence to enumerate Wmtr,, we enumerate it and let it go through eA. 
Therefore there is an enumeration u,,, al, . . . of Wmtrjj such that 
where v is a recursive fuuction such that 
e(x v y) = f(x) U r(y) if E(X U r(y) exists. 
This establishes: 
299 
c(ui) C @+l( 1) for all i E f+J. 
Thus x@,&(r)) = u c(uk) < u, !I+( .L )e Thus x(g(r)) < UA *( 1). But 
x(g(r)) is a 6x point of # and MI, @( 1. ) is the least fix point of Q). Therefore 
X@-(r)) = u @( 1. )e 
A 
The construction of is uniform in m, thus there is a recursive function 
Tr:N+N such that tim)= h,. Obviously g(r) = fix(Tr(nz)). 0 
The next theorem is another 
intensional recursion theorem 1.3. 
example of rather surprisiig power of the 
‘kererm 3.6 (Finitary Recursion Theorem). Let (X, IE) be (ui @kS~e& givm 
domain. D@neanumer&n~:N+Bxby 
~tCtereisarecursive~~nfix:~~Nsuchthat 
q@X(i))J i??l@?s ~(tp&ix(i))) = g(fix(i)). 
Reef. Let x: IV-+ Comp(X, e) be an acceptable numeration. Then by 2.5 it is 
complete with 1. as a special element. By 2.4, E =x l im where inc is a recursive 
function realizing the inclusion map 4: Bx+ Comp(X, c). Obviously _L E Bw 
Thus by 1.5 and 1.3. 0 
We used effective (algebraic) domains, for the sake of simplicity of argument. 
We have no doubt hat the same result can be obtained for more general effective 
&spar=. 
Historically the 1st recursion theorem has been used as a mathematical 
foundation to ‘recursive programming’. The practical implication of the 2nd 
recursion theorem is that we can program through ‘program transformations’ a  
their intensional fixpoint. Our Theorem 3.5 assures that this alternative program- 
ming method is strictly more powerful than the traditional ‘recursive program- 
ming’. For example, a programming for a self-reproducing program would be 
very painful without using intensional fkpoints. 
As was the cam for classical recursion theory, the intensional recursion 
theorem is an essential tool for theoretical investigation of effective domaks. 
it has been used for an abstract complexity theory of effective domains in 
WI . 
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